
Auscare 
Social Clubs
HAVE FUN AND BUILD SOCIAL SKILLS 
IN A SUPPORTED ENVIRONMENT

How kids can benefit from Auscare Support Social Clubs

Social skills are one of the most important
skills needed in child development. They are
vital in helping to form positive
relationships, have conversations, develop
body language, share, play together and
function within society. Well-developed
social skills can lead to improved mental
capacity and cognitive abilities, as well as
good overall mental health.

Self-esteem and confidence are crucial to in
a child’s happiness, achievements, social
relationships, engagement in activities, and
their sense of worth and wellbeing. High self-
esteem and confidence promotes resilience,
self-control, independence and relationship
building skills.

Making friends can be difficult particularly
during the transition from childhood into
adolescence; having multiple interests and
hobbies can assist in befriending like-minded
individuals and engage in constructive
activities. Having friends who also enjoy
similar hobbies can provide the scaffolding
that will assist in providing immediate and
long-term benefits. 

BUILD SOCIAL SKILLS IN A SAFE, SUPPORTED
AND FUN ENVIRONMENT

BUILD CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLES 
CONFIDENCE AND SELF ESTEEM

MAKE NEW FRIENDS WITH  SIMILAR 
INTERESTS AND HOBBIES



WHAT ARE SOCIAL  CLUBS?

 Social Clubs are a fun and engaging way for
children to build social skills and make
friends, while doing something they love!

Social Clubs are run from our Ballina hub and
are based on activities such as: Lego, Tech
Heads, Art & Craft, Explorers. We have a
range of clubs available; after school, on
weekends and over the school holidays. 

We understand the unique challenges
children with a disability can face in a social
environment. Practicing these skills in a
small, familiar group, while being supported
by experienced facilitators, can foster
children’s confidence and self-esteem. We work closely with family and

caregivers to ensure we have a
thorough understanding of each
individual so we can create a plan that
best supports them.

Inspiring spaces
We’ve created a safe and
inspiring space taking into
consideration sensory diversities. 

Ways Auscare Support 
try harder...

Activities chosen by the kids

Amazing facilitators
We take the time to hand pick
amazing facilitators who are
engaging, experienced and
passionate.

Understanding the individual

Activities are based on
feedback from the community.
We create clubs based on
activities kids love

SUPPORT COORDINATION 

PLAN MANAGEMENT

Other 
Auscare Support
Services

Auscare Support has a team of
experienced Plan Managers who will
manage the day-to-day administrative
tasks of your NDIS plan so you can focus
on achieving your goals.

A Plan Manager is responsible for: 
Receiving invoices from service
providers
Drawing funds from the NDIS portal
Remitting those funds to service
providers

Contact us: 1800 940 515
info@auscaresupport.com.au

auscaresupport.com.au

Support Coordination is an NDIS-funded
support designed to build the capacity of
participants.
Our Support Coordinators will work closely
with you to find and engage service
providers that are best suited to meet your
individual needs and requirements. 


